OID PROJECT
“Decentralized Road to Recovery” Solving a World
Epidemic!

ADVANCED BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY FOCUSED ON LIBERATING
VICTIMS OF OPIOD ADDICTION THROUGH CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
KNOWN AS THE NALTREXONE IMPLANT

Introduction to OID
The OID Project is focused on empowering users with economic freedom
through blockchain technology while supporting a cutting edge medical
process to help those addicted to opiates become “SoberLifeUSA” and
ultimately eliminate this great scourge of addiction! OID is a partnership
between Cryptofarm 7 and Sober for Life USA.

THE FOUNDERS

The OID Project will issue ERC20 Utility Tokens that run on the Ethereum protocol.
The OID Utility Tokens are available for purchase at http://oid.life/buy-token/ . OID
Utility Token will be a Proof of Work utility token. These Utility Tokens can
potentially be exchanged for OID Coins in the future. The OID Coin is expected to
be released in late August 2018.

50% of the profits from the OID Project will be donated to victims of opioid
addiction. Cryptofarm 7 will arrange transportation for individuals who are
approved to enter the SoberLifeUSA Program which is located in Fountain Valley,
California. Their link is attached below for reference https://soberlifeusa.com.

The OID Project is focused on empowering users with Freedom through
blockchain technology namely the Etherium Request for Comment Network,
Unique Proposal ID 20. The ERC20 offers a set of rules which must be adhered to
in order for the Token to be classed as an ERC 20 Token. These standard rules are
required to allow the ERC20 coin to interact over the Ethereum network. The
tokens are then considered to be Blockchain Assets.

There are many types of freedom OID can offer including freedom to be a
blockchain entrepreneur, freedom to be a cryptocurrency investor, freedom to
process secure and private transactions, freedom to make a positive impact on
the world and spread a life changing product that can affect not only the lives of
victims of opiate addiction but also the lives of their family and friends. OID
Project allows users the freedom to do the right thing and feel great about the
investment along the way!

Road Map for the OID Coin Project

We begin attacking Opiate Addiction and rebuilding the lives of victims
and their families!

Security
OID Utility Token an ERC20 Utility Token offers the security and
widespread acceptance of the Ethereum Protocol which is faster than
BTC and has lower fees than BTC. OID Coin will issue 210,000,000
tokens in total which will have the potential to be converted to coins.
Our Soft Market Cap is $10,000 our HardCap is $50,000,000
3,000,000 Tokens are in reserve and once created, the ERC20 tokens will be distributed as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Contributors – 50%
Company – 20%
Advisors and Team – 13.6%
Investors – 15%
Bounty – 1.4%

All unsold tokens will be destroyed at the end of the ICO.

OID Coin has powerful privacy features built into the protocol which
provide investors the right and ability to trade and purchase goods and
services within their sphere of privacy.
This allows entrepreneurs to release their products and to crowdsource
funds from an audience that may always prefer to maintain their

privacy. We sincerely hope that other projects which are designed to
help others can be built on top of the OID Project.

Operations
OID Coin is run by a team of experts at Crytpo Farm 7 in all things
Blockchain. The founders of OID Coin, Chad Atkins and Dan Francis,
have extensive experience building and running large scale mining
farms, building and operating master nodes, building and offering
mining pools, modifying blockchain code and much more.

Chad and Dan have brought Clinton Calhoun on to the team. Clinton is
an expert coder and he has experience modifying Blockchain code,
programming master nodes, creating mining pool nodes and most
everything else involving cryptocurrency whether it’s the hardware or
the software side.
As a means of continuing its operations and growing the OID Project to
its maximum potential, the founders of the OID Project will pre-mine
less than 2% of the total amount of OID Tokens being released. This
will great value which the OID Project can then use to keep the project
growing and moving forward in order to help individuals investing in
the project, miners mining the utility tokens and ultimately victims of
Opioid Addiction and their friends and families.

Why IS OID Token based on the Etherium Protocol?
Ethereum blockchain operates as a “trustless” transactional system — a
framework in which individuals can make peer-to-peer transactions
without needing to trust a third party OR one another. [3]

1) SECURITY
Blockchain definition – What is it?
“A blockchain is a “cryptographically secure transactional singleton
machine with shared-state.”
•

“Cryptographically secure” means that the creation of digital
currency is secured by complex mathematical algorithms that are
obscenely hard to break. Think of a firewall of sorts. They make it
nearly impossible to cheat the system (e.g. create fake transactions,
erase transactions, etc.)

•

“Transactional singleton machine” means that there’s a single
canonical instance of the machine responsible for all the
transactions being created in the system. In other words, there’s a
single global truth that everyone believes in.

•

“With shared-state” means that the state stored on this machine is
shared and open to everyone.” [3]

2) SPEED
How fast is the Etherium Blockchain currently?

“Because of the way Ethereum is built, block times are much lower (~15
seconds) than those of other blockchains, like Bitcoin (~10 minutes).
This enables faster transaction processing.” [1]

3) Mining proof of work
“The algorithm that gives meaning to block difficulty is called Proof of
Work (PoW).
Ethereum’s proof-of-work algorithm is called “Ethash” (previously
known as Dagger-Hashimoto).
The algorithm is formally defined as:

where m is the mixHash, n is the nonce, Hn is the new block’s header
(excluding the nonce and mixHash components, which have to be
computed), Hn is the nonce of the block header, and d is the DAG, which
is a large data set.
In the “Blocks” section, we talked about the various items that exist in a
block header. Two of those components were called the mixHash and
the nonce. As you may recall:
•

mixHash is a hash that, when combined with the nonce, proves that
this block has carried out enough computation

•

nonce is a hash that, when combined with the mixHash, proves that
this block has carried out enough computation

The PoW function is used to evaluate these two items.
How exactly the mixHash and nonce are calculated using the PoW
function is somewhat complex…” [1] and beyond the scope of this White
Paper though it is an interesting topic.

Conclusion
OID Utility Token Embraces Proof of Work (POW) systems in its
Blockchain Technology and these tokens can currently be purchased at
http://oid.life/buy-token/ . This Utility Token is an ERC20 based token
which “piggybacks” on the Ethereum platform and it has the power to
make some huge, positive changes in the world namely by fighting the
scourge of Opioid Addiction facing our country at this time. While the
OID Utility Tokens have no value right now they are anticipated to be
able to be traded in for OID Coins when they are released in late July.
Thank you for your time and please feel free to reach out at any time
with questions or concerns to the team at www.oid.life.

The OID Coin
CryptoFarm7 has already built, created and pre-mined
the OID Coin. The OID Coin is built on the Litecoin
Network. Wallets have are built and ready for download,
the blockchain has been tested and is Scrypt Based for
Mining. CryptoFarm7 has also build a mining pool where
miners can mine the coin when released to the public.
Once the Token sale is over, We will release the OID Coin
and let holders of the OID Token exchange their tokens
for the OID Coins.
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